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As the largest provider of hardscape products 
in North America, Belgard proudly stands 
behind its products with a transferable 
lifetime warranty. Our commitment 
to manufacturing the highest quality 
interlocking concrete pavers and 
retaining walls on the market extends to 
you, our customer. You’ll have peace of 
mind knowing that once installed by an 
authorized Belgard Contractor, your 
Belgard hardscape is warranted for as 
long as you own your home. 

A promise as 
strong as 
our product

As seen on

As seen in

As seen in
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Color. Shape. Texture. Simple as these three natural attributes may 

seem, they’re the essential qualities that comprise the basis for transforming outdoor spaces into 

totally unforgettable places. Places that entertain, inspire, and captivate — anytime night or day, 

whatever the season. Built with products designed and engineered for generations of enjoyment. 

Belgard Hardscapes creates each collection of pavers and walls with a discerning eye for color, shape, 

and texture.  When these elements are crafted to work in harmony, the result is nothing short of 

remarkable – giving you the ability to turn driveways, outdoor kitchens, pool areas, and 

patios into captivating living areas you’ll be proud to share with friends and family. In addition, 

all materials are backed by a lifetime warranty when installed under the guidelines of ICPI, NCMA

or the Belgard installation guideline manual. Turn the page to learn more about designing your own 

outdoor eden and the unique combination of elements that make Belgard the natural choice 

for the discriminating homeowner.

n a t u r a l  e l e m e n t s
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color
brings out the very 
best in your 
hardscape and home

Don’t be afraid of color.  There’s no mystery 
to figuring out the perfect hues for your new 
Belgard hardscape, just a bit of planning 
and consideration up front. The best advice 
when choosing Belgard paver colors is to 
select hues that work in harmony with your 
home environment. Pavers a few shades 
lighter than the color of your house won’t 
compete for attention. Gray-toned pavers 
used with brick houses eliminate the urge 
many of us have to try to match everything. 
Brick-colored pavers add warmth to wood or 
stone houses. You can avoid monotony by 
combining two colors or by using pavers with 
blended colors.

Tones in Stones

•  Choose pavers with similar tones  
 for a coordinated effect. 
 Light colors reflect the light and  
 open up an area, whereas darker  
 tones absorb light and make   
 areas appear smaller. 

•  When using large expanses of   
 paler colored pavers or retaining  
 wall blocks, break the vista with 
 large-scale plantings. Pale tones will  
 visually lift a shady, darker area.

Blended is Better

•  A multicolor blend is a paver with more than 
 one color. It can be a blend of two, three, 
 or more colors. 

•  Multicolored pavers blend better with their 
 surroundings. Most minor stains are thoroughly 
 camouflaged in the multitude of hues and tones. 

•  Color mixes can consist of blends of up to four   
 colors that harmonize well together and 
 give a surface an interesting and dynamic 
 appearance. 

•  Your landscape architect or Belgard Authorized 
 Contractor can show you a wide selection of colors 
 and provide you with several locations and lighting 
 situations to view the sample hues.
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Follow the Sun

•  When designing an area, it’s wise to   
 consider where the sun hits, how long it  
 stays sunny in  that location, and how
 much shade is being cast there. 
 Do you want to make that area look larger  
 or smaller? 

•  Select shades that harmonize with the   
 area. Pavers a couple of shades lighter   
 than the color of the house or building  
 do not compete for attention. 

“Paint” with Pavers

•  Color is a powerful decorating tool that can   
 visually expand or contract an area and add the   
 impression of  light or depth, warmth or coolness. 

•  Paver color selection is an important issue not   
 to be overlooked in outdoor design, because even  
 what you might see as neutral tones in paving or  
 retaining walls can actually have a touch of yellow,  
 pink, brown, or stone, just as white can be dirty,  
 warm, or cool.

The Desired Effect

•  Knowing beforehand what specific effect you are 
 striving for is paramount in selecting the perfect 
 Belgard paver colors for your home. Should the  
 area to be paved blend in calmly to create a 
 subdued appearance, or do you prefer the area 
 to appear more vivid to spice up subdued 
 surroundings? 

• Ask your landscape architect or local 
 Belgard dealer to provide you with some color   
 samples, then spread them out on your premises  
 and “live” with those samples for a period of time  
 to ensure you’ll feel comfortable with them.
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shape
combines with pattern
for a one-two punch

Belgard pavers allow almost anyone to 
demonstrate their artistic flair. But if you’re 
not as design savvy as you’d like to be, here are 
a few helpful tips. For structures with simple, 
straight lines and little ornamentation, pavers    
with interesting shapes installed in a simple 
geometric pattern work nicely. For ornate 
Victorian-style houses, repeated curves of arched 
windows and doors can be echoed through the 
design of curved edges. For rectangular, colonial 
styles, repeat the shape by using brick-shaped 
pavers. For brick homes, pavers larger than the 
brick used in the home, or cobble-style pavers 
are a good choice.

Running Bond patterns

6  ::  THE BELGARD COLLECTION
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Modular patterns Random pattern

The patterns you choose will help create 
the unique look you’re after.
Narrow spaces like paths and alleys can be designed to appear wider simply by laying the pavers on a diagonal 
or in rows running across the area. Wide spaces can seem narrower simply by running rectangular pavers the 
length of the area. Large expanses require greater visual interest and provide a great opportunity to let your 
imagination run free. The Belgard Collection’s versatility gives you the ability to design and create circles, 
curves, fan-shaped patterns, and much more. 

We’ve been changing the shape of 
America’s hardscapes for over 20 years.

Over the last two decades, Belgard has quite literally changed the way people look at hardscapes, offering 
homeowners an unparalelled world of possibilities with a myriad of color, style, texture, and design options. 

By dedicating ourselves to innovation and improvement in both the technical and aesthetic aspects of our 
products, we’ve set a new standard of quality that we’re quite proud of. But not nearly enough to consider 

resting on our laurels. Because one thing we’ve learned while working with the creative homeowners and 
landscape professionals who are our customers—with imagination and hard work, anything is possible. 

Belgard’s North American research and development facility
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Natural texture :: characterized by uneven contouring in varying 
degrees to create a more organic look.

8  ::  THE BELGARD COLLECTION

The Belgard Collection’s variety of  styles abound with texture, from the 
richly dimpled surfaces and gently distressed  edges of our Antique 
Collection, to the rough-hewn, cut stone character of the Natural 
Collection. But you don’t have to settle on one texture to create a 
stunning backyard hardscape. Adding multiple textures to your Belgard 
hardscape design can add even more interest. Textures also can be suited 
to meet your practical needs as well. Smoother, more rounded surfaces 
are ideal in high-traffic areas or swimming pool decks. Rough textured 
surfaces are perfect for more relaxed areas like patios and porches, and 
are also excellent for creating accents and borders. 

texture
equals visual interest compounded.

n a t u r a l
e l e m e n t s
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Classic texture :: characterized by a smooth surface with angles 
or rounded chamfer.

Antique texture :: its surface recalls the rugged, timed-honored 
feel of old European brick.



versatility
Whatever your plans, there’s a Belgard 
paver perfectly suited for bringing your 
design dreams to life.
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Patios and walkways
From al fresco dinner parties to playtime for the kids,
when it's time to take life outdoors, Belgard pavers 
play the perfect host.
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Pool decks
Let unique pool and paver shapes work in
harmony to create an inviting centerpiece to 
your backyard landscape.

Driveways
Nothing makes an entrance like a driveway
crafted with the distinctive elegance of Belgard 
pavers, their classic patterns and rugged textures 
recalling the look and feel of vintage cut stone. 
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Fireplaces and fire pits 

Belgard hardscapes are perfect for creating a small fire 
pit for family marshmallow roasts or a grand 
fireplace for a romantic evening.

Outdoor kitchens
Take gourmet grilling to a new level with a 
custom outdoor kitchen built right into your 
backyard patio hardscape.
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Creating a private backyard paradise while enhancing your home’s value costs less than you 
might think. Installation of a beautiful outdoor kitchen or living area can actually be less 
expensive than remodeling a typical kitchen. Your local Belgard Authorized dealer and 
contractors can help you create the plan perfect for your specific budget and lifestyle. 

smart
Surprisingly affordable, a Belgard outdoor
hardscape makes the ideal home investment.
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perfect
Whether a cozy bungalow or

grand estate, there’s a Belgard 

paver to complement 

your home.

Whether you’re a first-time homeowner or finally designing 

your ultimate dream house, you’re sure to find a Belgard 

paver ideally suited to your requirements. Along with a diverse 

range of paver shapes, textures, and colors comes the ability to 

custom design your front entrance or backyard living area to 

reflect the way you live. Grill islands, fireplaces and fire pits, 

hearths, and intimate conversation nooks create living spaces 

that once installed provide decades of outdoor enjoyment 

and maintain their trademark durability, all while adding 

lasting value to your home. It’s an investment backed by the 

unsurpassed reputation of America’s leading manufacturer of 

residential hardscapes. 



Ease of Installation. Belgard hardscapes can be         
easily installed by a Belgard Authorized Contractor and 
even by the “do-it-yourselfer.” Each specially engineered 
paver unit is tightly fitted and placed over a base of sand and 
compacted aggregate base. Once joints are filled, it’s ready 
for immediate use.

Low Maintenance. Belgard pavers require far less 
maintenance than other hardscape materials. Their strength     
and durability eliminate costly patching or resurfacing, 
while providing a long lasting, dependable surface that is 
both aesthetically pleasing and usable year-round. Belgard 
hardscape materials are extremely easy to maintain and last 
for decades. The modular nature of the products assures 
that pavers and wall units can be easily replaced if the  
need arises. 

More Strength, Longer Life. Inch for inch, Belgard 
pavers are stronger and more durable than conventional 
surfacing materials. Belgard pavers can easily handle 
the daily weight stresses of cars and trucks, and offer an 
exceptionally long product life.

BELGARD HARDSCAPES: Beautiful...but so much more.

Less Absorbent. Belgard pavers are rated for less than 5% 
absorption, which is considerably lower than both asphalt and 
poured concrete. This aids in resistance to oil and salt, both 
common destructive agents to the life and appearance of other 
paving surfaces.

Year-Round Durability. Because our hardscapes consist of 
small, high-density units, they resist cracking as well as damage  
from freeze-thaw cycles and salts. Belgard materials are far  
stronger than ordinary or stamped concrete.

Easy Snow Removal. The relatively smooth, regular surfaces  
of Belgard materials allow for easy snow removal. In addition, a 
snow-melt system can be easily integrated into a Belgard patio  
or driveway. 

Attractive. Because Belgard pavers are available in a variety of 
shapes and colors, an endless variety of beautiful patterns and 
layout designs can be created which simply cannot be achieved 
with asphalt or poured concrete. Belgard offers an unequalled 
range of surface finishes, colors, shapes, sizes, and patterns. This 
variety enables us to match and complement the architectural 
style of any home, in any region of the country. 

For more on the many advantages of installing quality Belgard pavers, 
visit www.belgard.biz/pavers.htm
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Column

Arbel Inlay

Seat Wall

Fireplace

Transforming your 
outdoor space into 
an unforgettable 
place is easier than 
you think. 

Bringing your backyard design dreams to life 
begins with making a few basic decisions based 
on what kinds of activities take place there and 
how each space will accommodate them. Whether 
you’re building a walkway from your driveway 
to your front entrance or an intimate garden 
gazebo, you’ll need to consider your personal 
likes and preferences and how they’ll impact your 
design. Think carefully about how you’ll use the 
space. Kicking back in a hammock? Sitting with 
your morning coffee? Entertaining clients? 
Asking yourself questions about your everyday 
lifestyle will help you refine your plan and bring 
your custom design requirements into clearer 
focus. The more planning done up front, the 
more thoroughly satisfying the completed results 
will be.
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Urbana Pavers

THE BASICS 
of good 
hardscape design 

USE YOUR STRENGTHS. Work with, not against, 
the architecture of the house and its relation 
to your property. Particular accents and/or 
angles should be thoughtfully integrated into 
the hardscape plan.

START FROM THE FOCAL POINTS. Extend visual 
lines from your home’s corners, doors, and 
windows to create shapes that integrate your 
landscape design into the architecture.

LEAVE SOME BREATHING ROOM. When deciding 
on a size for your outdoor “rooms,” look at 
more than the size of your chairs and tables – 
think about the room you’ll need when chairs 
are pulled out, areas where guests will mingle, 
etc.

THINK “SPOKES ON A WHEEL”. Design areas of 
visual interest off of your major axis points. 
The sight line from your back door or kitchen 
window should lead to a beautiful flowering 
tree, an intimate sitting area, or vine-covered 
gazebo. These focal points guide the eye. 

THE BELGARD COLLECTION  ::  17



Mega-Bergerac 
Pavers

Celtik Column
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COMFORTABLE FOR 2 OR 20. Your outdoor space 
should ably accommodate the number of people 
you typically entertain, yet also feel intimate when 
it’s just you and a glass of iced tea.

FUNCTIONALITY IS FOREMOST. Your patio should 
serve a purpose. Simply put, it should be more 
than just a place to leave the muddy shoes or lawn 
tools. Make it work with a floor layout that flows 
and furniture that functions.

STRIVE FOR HARMONY.  A patio or sitting area 
should serve as the seamless transitional space 
between your house and garden areas. Think of 
it as part of the total package and not a secondary 
feature.

SPACE IS THE PLACE. While you can overbuild an 
outdoor space, it’s more typical to underbuild. 
Thinking in terms of spaciousness is paramount. 
You’re going to love living outdoors once your 
project is complete, so plan an area you, your 
family, and guests can really stretch out in and 
enjoy.

THE BASICS 
of outdoor 
“room” design 



Well-planned 
outdoor “rooms” 
with a view turn 
every day into 
extraordinary. 

It’s a lot like painting a picture. The fundamental 
principles an artist applies to creating a dynamic, 
visually captivating work are the same ones essential 
to a successful outdoor design plan. The four
elements – line, color, form, and texture – when 
thoughtfully considered during the planning stages, 
will ultimately lead to your creating a well-designed, 
thoroughly enjoyable outdoor living area you’ll love 
sharing with family and friends for years to come. 

Natural wood 
pergola

Fireplace

Raised patio
with Celtik Step

Capped with
Mega-Bergerac 

Large Square
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Natural Collection

Featured :: Mega-Arbel



shapes

A natural look on a grand scale. Mega-Arbel pavers give homeowners 

the perfectly integrated, natural-looking hardscapes they desire. Featuring 

a range of attractive natural hues to choose from, Mega-Arbel’s scale is 

similar to natural flagstone—roughly two times larger than Arbel, its 

smaller counterpart. Plus, installation is easy—cutting is reduced to a 

minimum due to Mega-Arbel’s ingenious interlocking design.

Mega-Arbel

22  ::  THE BELGARD COLLECTION

Mega-Arbel Main Module
3 1/8" x 15 3/8" x 20 15/16" 

Note: There are 6 different 
configurations within the 
same basic footprint.



colors

M
ega-A

rbel
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Bella Blend  (No. CA, So. CA) Toscana Blend  (No. CA, So. CA) Victorian Blend  (No. CA, So. CA)

Note: Actual color may vary. To ensure your total satisfaction, visit your local Belgard® dealer.  Inventoried in (No. CA) Northern California, (So. CA) Southern California. See color options, page 59.

Also in Elk Mountain (So. CA), 
Montecito (No. CA, So. CA)



colorsM
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a 
L

afi
tt

Note: Actual color may vary. To ensure your total satisfaction, visit your local Belgard® dealer.  Inventoried in (No. CA) Northern California, (So. CA) Southern California. See color options, page 59.

Bella Blend  (So. CA) Toscana Blend  (No. CA, So. CA)
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Victorian Blend  (No. CA, So. CA)



shapes

Natural texture combined with incredible durability. The newest           

addition to the Belgard Collection, Mega Lafitt features the most natural 

looking texture available in a modular paver. Mega Lafitt combines the 

look and feel of cut flagstone with the strength and long-term durability 

customers expect from Belgard. Its larger proportions and modular shapes 

allow for ample design flexibility, and with an 80mm height, installation 

is a breeze.

THE BELGARD COLLECTION  ::  25

Dimensions may vary.
Please check with your local 
Belgard representative for 
exact specifications.

Mega Lafitt

Mega Lafitt Large Square
3 1/8" x 15 3/4" x 15 3/4"

Mega Lafitt 3-Piece Modular

3 1/8" x 10 1/2" x 15 3/4"

3 1/8" x 10 1/2" x 10 1/2"
3 1/8" x 10 1/2" x 5 1/4"



shapes

The look of time-worn cut stone. Recalling the narrow, cobbled streets 

of Europe, the Old World Collection is crafted with a natural stone cleft 

finish for the look and feel of time-worn cut stone. Its natural look and 

finish allow for flexible laying patterns with ample room for variance. 

Strong and durable, Old World is perfect for high traffic areas. Plus, the 

collection offers a wide range of both color and pattern potential.

26  ::  THE BELGARD COLLECTION

Old World 3-Piece

3 1/8" x 10 1/4" x 5" 3 1/8" x 12 13/16" x 5" 3 1/8" x 7 11/16" x 5" 

Old World



colors

O
ld W

orld

Note: Actual color may vary. To ensure your total satisfaction, visit your local Belgard® dealer.  Inventoried in (No. CA) Northern California, (So. CA) Southern California. See color options, page 59.

Bella Blend  (So. CA) Toscana Blend  (No. CA, So. CA) Victorian Blend  (No. CA, So. CA).
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Also in Elk Mountain (So. CA),  
Montecito (No. CA, So. CA),
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colors

U
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a 
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e

Note: Actual color may vary. To ensure your total satisfaction, visit your local Belgard® dealer.  Inventoried in (No. CA) Northern California, (So. CA) Southern California. See color options, page 59.
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Bella Blend  (No. CA, So. CA) Toscana Blend  (No. CA, So. CA) Victorian Blend  (No. CA, So. CA)
Also in Autumn Blend (No. CA) 
Elk Mountain (So. CA), Montecito (No. CA, So. CA)
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shapes

The natural look of clean cut stone. The Urbana Stone Collection’s 

chiseled textures and contours combine with its random shapes and 

patterns to recall the look and feel of vintage cut stone. Urbana is offered 

in a versatile three-piece modular system with an optional large square 

that adds a broader range of shapes and an even grander scale.
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Urbana Large Square
2 3/8" x 11 3/4" x 11 3/4" 

Urbana 3-Piece Modular

2 3/8" x 7 13/16" x 3 7/8" 2 3/8" x 7 13/16" x 7 13/16"

2 3/8" x 7 13/16" x 11 3/4"

Also available in 3 1/8" thickness.
(Not recommended for 
vehicular applications.)

Urbana Stone





Antique Collection

Featured :: Mega-Bergerac



colors
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Note: Actual color may vary. To ensure your total satisfaction, visit your local Belgard® dealer.  Inventoried in (No. CA) Northern California, (So. CA) Southern California. See color options, page 59.

Bella Blend  (No. CA, So. CA) Toscana Blend  (No. CA, So. CA) Victorian Blend  (No. CA, So. CA)
Also in
Montecito (No. CA, So. CA), Avignon  (So. CA)
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shapes

The classic antiqued paver. The gently distressed surface and antiqued 

edges whisper quiet, timeless sophistication. Smaller than Bergerac 

and featuring a wide array of shapes, Dublin Cobble creates a casually 

elegant, time-worn look recalling the hand-laid stone of centuries-old 

Mediterranean villas.

Dublin Cobble Large Square
2 3/8" x 9" x 9"

Dublin Cobble 3-Piece Modular 
2 3/8" x 6" x (3, 6, 9")

Dublin Cobble
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shapes

The ultimate paver. Mega-Bergerac’s timeless, hand-cobbled appearance 

recalls an era when horse-drawn carriages traversed European avenues. 

The trademark dimpled surface, unique color blends, and a variety of 

sizes—including the largest paver available anywhere—provide you with the 

ability to create one-of a-kind works of lasting beauty.

Mega-Bergerac

Mega-Bergerac Large Square
3 1/8" x 14 1/4" x 14 1/4" 

Mega-Bergerac 3-Piece Modular
3 1/8 " x 9 1/2" x (4 3/4, 9 1/2, 14 1/4")
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Mega-Bergerac Circle
3 1/8" x 9 1/2" x variable

(Available in No. CA)



M
ega-B

ergerac

Note: Actual color may vary. To ensure your total satisfaction, visit your local Belgard® dealer.  Inventoried in (No. CA) Northern California, (So. CA) Southern California. See color options, page 59.

Bella Blend  (No. CA, So. CA) Toscana Blend  (No. CA, So. CA)

Also in Avignon (So. CA),
Elk Mountain (So. CA),
Montecito (No. CA, So. CA), 
Victorian Blend (No. CA, So. CA) 

colors
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The unique, rugged texture of our pavers provides a safe, 

non-slip walking or driving surface even when wet. The very 

dense structure also works to minimize penetrating moisture 

and reduce damage during freeze cycles.



colors

B
er

ge
ra

c

Note: Actual color may vary. To ensure your total satisfaction, visit your local Belgard® dealer.  Inventoried in (No. CA) Northern California, (So. CA) Southern California. See color options, page 59.

Bella Blend  (No. CA, So. CA) Toscana Blend  (No. CA, So. CA) Victorian Blend  (No. CA, So. CA)
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Also in Avignon (So. CA),  
Elk Mountain (So. CA), Montecito (No. CA, So. CA)
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shapes

The look of hand cobbled stone. Offering the same appealing qualities as 

its larger counterpart, but on a slightly smaller scale, Bergerac is reminiscent 

of ancient Roman cobbled stone. Its intriguing multicolor blends and  

circle pavers expand your ability to create remarkable, complex, and unique  

designs. Your imagination is the only limit.

Bergerac Combo
2 3/8" x 5 1/2" x (4 3/4, 6, 8, 10")

(Special Order)

Bergerac 3-Piece Modular
2 3/8" x 7" x (3 1/2, 7, 10 1/2")

Bergerac Circle
2 3/8" x 5 1/2" x variable 

Bergerac Modular Large Square
2 3/8" x 10 1/2" x 10 1/2" 
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Bergerac





Classic Collection

Featured :: Cambridge Cobble



shapes

Like brick, only better. With its simple shape and utilitarian appeal,    

Holland Stone is a practical choice for a variety of residential and 

commercial installations. Its exceptional strength and durability combine 

with a range of captivating color blends that add to Holland’s popularity. 

Basic in form, its clean, modular shape makes possible a myriad of 

applications.
Holland Stone 60mm

2 3/8" x 4" x 8"
Holland Stone 80mm

3 1/8" x 4" x 8"
(Special Order)

Holland Stone
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Note: Actual color may vary. To ensure your total satisfaction, visit your local Belgard® dealer.  Inventoried in (No. CA) Northern California, (So. CA) Southern California. See color options, page 59.
Rio Blend  (No. CA) Sierra Blend  (No. CA) Autumn Blend  (No. CA)Victorian Blend  (No. CA, So. CA)

Sedona Blend  (No. CA) Avignon  (So. CA) Bella Blend  (So. CA) Elk Mountain  (So. CA) Montecito  (No. CA, So. CA)
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Toscana Blend  (No. CA, So. CA)



shapes

The traditional Belgard paver. The tranquil tree-lined avenues of 

late 19th-century small-town America are recalled in this sturdy paver. 

Cambridge offers a more tailored, architectural look with its gently 

rounded corners and domed “pillow top” surface. The subtle color 

combinations and versatile pattern play make it ideal for crafting intricate 

circular designs and captivating serpentine walkways. 

Cambridge Cobble

Cambridge Cobble Square
2 3/8" x 6" x 6"

Cambridge Cobble Rectangle
2 3/8" x 6" x 9" 

Cambridge Cobble Circle
2 3/8" x 6" x variable  

Cambridge Cobble Large Rectangle
2 3/8" x 9" x 12" THE BELGARD COLLECTION  ::  43





Environmental Collection

Featured :: Subterra

To learn more about how Permeable Pavers and Belgard work to benefit the environment please visit www.belgard.biz/environmental-pavers.htm
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shapes

Great-looking and green. Subterra Stone might very well be the most 

attractive, natural-looking permeable paver on the market. With its false 

joint structure, Subterra offers the elegant look of natural chisled stone, 

yet it is easy to install. Combined with its unsurpassed environmental 

benefits, Subterra is ideal for homeowners who desire environmental 

stewardship without compromising beauty and style. 

Subterra

Dimensions may vary. Please check with 
your local Belgard® representative for 
exact product specifications.
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Subterra Module
3 1/8" x 7 9/16" x 11 3/8"

See color options, page 59.



shapes

Attractive, versatile and durable. A new addition to the Belgard 

Environmental Collection, Aqua-Roc™ is a versatile paver featuring not 

only the environmentally-friendly benefits of a permeable paver, but also 

high visual appeal, low maintenance, and proven durability. Aqua-Roc’s 

versatile pattern range allows for flexible design options, making it an 

excellent choice for residential use.
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Aqua-Roc

Aqua-Roc™
3 1/8"  x  4 1/2"  x 9"

See color options, page 59.
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Belgard Wall Collection

Featured :: Celtik Wall
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Santa Barbara  (No. CA, So. CA) Sunset Brown  (No. CA, So. CA)
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Note: Actual color may vary. To ensure your total satisfaction, visit your local Belgard® dealer.  Inventoried in (No. CA) Northern California, (So. CA) Southern California. See color options, page 59.

This product is manufactured
using technology licensed from
Anchor Wall Systems, Inc.

Belgard’s retaining wall collections combine the textures 

and rich color blends of natural stone with the structural 

integrity and consistent quality that our customers have 

come to expect.



shapes

The ideal solution. BelAir™ Wall offers the ideal solution for residential 

and light commercial retaining and freestanding wall construction where 

pleasing aesthetics are a key consideration. The attractive multipiece design 

and blended colors offer an alternative look to traditional retaining wall 

blocks. The system can be used in applications ranging from curves to 

corners, terraces to raised patios, or steps to columns.

BelAir Wall
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6"x 16"  (6" x 8" x 16")

6" x 16"
(Front, 6" x 11" x 16"
Back, 6" x 11" x 14")

6" x 8"  (6" x 8" x 8")

6" x 8"
(Front, 6" x 11" x 8"
Back, 6" x 11" x 6")

3" x 16"  (3" x 8" x 16")

3" x 16"
(Front, 3" x 11" x 16"
Back, 3" x 11" x 14")

3" x 8"  (3" x 8" x 8")

3" x 8"
(Front, 3" x 11" x 8"
Back, 3" x 11" x 6")

Cap unit
(Front, 3" x 13" x 7"
Back, 3" x 13" x 8")

Corner/Column unit
(6" x 8" x 16")



shapes

More than a wall – it’s a work of art. Rough-hewn textures 

and natural hues give this collection a time-honed appearance 

reminiscent of classic European gardens. Celtik Wall’s antiqued 

look is complemented by modern manufacturing, which yields 

precise dimensional consistency, resulting in the perfect 

companion to your paver projects, landscape contouring, or 

garden areas.
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90mm - 17.25" unit
(3 1/2" x 9" x 17 1/4")

90mm - 13.75" unit
(3 1/2" x 9" x 13 3/4")

90mm - 10.25" unit
(3 1/2" x  9" x 10 1/4")

90mm - 6.75" unit
(3 1/2" x 9" x 6 3/4")

Cap
(3 1/2" x 12" x 16")

Curb
(3 1/2" x 3 1/2" x variable)

135mm - 17.25" unit
(5 1/4" x 9" x 17 1/4")

135mm - 13.75" unit
(5 1/4" x 9" x 13 3/4")

135mm - 10.25" unit
(5 1/4" x 9" x 10 1/4")

135mm - 6.75" unit
(5 1/4" x 9" x 6 3/4")

Step - tread
(3 1/2" x 13 1/2" x 16")

Step - riser
(3 1/2" x  10 1/2" x 16")

Celtik Wall



colors
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Note: Actual color may vary. To ensure your total satisfaction, visit your local Belgard® dealer.  Inventoried in (No. CA) Northern California, (So. CA) Southern California. See color options, page 59.
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Bella Blend  (No. CA, So. CA) Sedona Blend  (No. CA) Toscana Blend  (No. CA, So. CA)
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shapes

Designed for durability. Developed for larger projects, Highland Stone 

retaining wall features a patented rear-lip design for fast, accurate, and 

structurally sound installation. The six-inch system allows for a wide range 

of design possibilities for your outdoor hardscape. Highland Stone free 

standing wall complements the retaining wall, offering almost endless 

capabilities.

Highland Stone
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6" Wall
6" x 12" x (6, 12, 18")

 Extra Large Cap
3" x 13" x (18 / 12")



shapes

The perfect patio wall. Freestanding Highland Stone is unique in that 

its three basic units, along with its cap unit, are finished on two sides, 

resulting in even greater versatility when it comes to design and application. 

Highland Freestanding’s recommended wall height of 2.5' makes it ideal 

for both patio and accent walls.

Freestanding Wall
6" x 9" x (6, 12, 18")

Extra Large Cap
3" x 13" x (18 / 12")58  ::  THE BELGARD COLLECTION

Column Unit
6" x 9" x 18"

See color options, page 59.

Highland Freestanding



C
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Note: Actual colors may vary. To ensure your 
total satisfaction, visit your local Belgard® dealer.

Avignon Bella Blend Cascade Blend Elk MountainAutumn Blend

Rio Blend Sedona Blend Sierra BlendMontecito

Toscana Blend Valencia Victorian Blend
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color options for pavers and walls
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The Belgard 
Difference

Guaranteed as Long as You Own Your Home. 
We guarantee our products against manufacturing defects 
for as long as you own your home.

Pattern Recognition. Virtually any design 
configuration you can imagine is possible with 
Belgard’s extensive range of paver shapes.

Texture: A Special Touch. Richly dimpled 
surfaces and antiqued edges give Mega-Bergerac and 
Bergerac pavers their outstanding natural ambience.

With a remarkable natural look and feel unrivaled in the industry, Belgard sets the quality standard for manufactured 

hardscapes. Throughout our extensive collections of pavers, and walls, the unique appearances and textures found in our products are the 

result of careful crafting and an artisan's eye for detail. Not surprisingly, Belgard's portfolio of styles, shapes, colors, and textures covers 

applications suitable to almost every architectural style and geographic locale. Belgard empowers homeowners with more than unlimited 

design options – you'll have the security provided by a proven, established national brand. Every Belgard product is backed by the resources 

of Oldcastle Architectural Products, Inc., a unit of CRH, one of the world's top five suppliers of building materials.

Color, naturally. Belgard's varied, yet subtle color blends 
consist of up to five color compounds, combined to create 
natural nuances, specifically suited to your geographic region.
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Getting started is as easy as 1, 2, 3...
visit www.belgard.biz and start today!

Your Professional 
Authorized Contractor. 
Our trained installers keep current 
on the latest techniques and methods. 
They’re your key to an outstanding, 
professional-quality result.

To locate a Belgard Professional Authorized Contractor in your area, 

visit www.findahardscapecontractor.com and enter your ZIP code.

1. 2.

3.

Plan and outline the scope of your 
project.

Choose your color palette.
Your Belgard Authorized Contractor 
will do the rest, or you can do it 
yourself if desired.

Select the Belgard product that’s 
right for you.

Innovative, Distinctive
Hardscapes. Poolside, dockside, 
hillside or hearthside...Belgard 
hardscaping installs and looks
great anywhere.
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Relationships Matter.
We’ve earned a reputation built on service and quality products that exceed 
industry standards. All part of a solid groundwork connected for success.

BELGARD 

BELGARD 
AUTHORIZED 

DEALER

BELGARD 
AUTHORIZED 

CONTRACTOR

OUR 
CLIENTS 

To locate a Belgard Professional Authorized Contractor in your area, visit www.findahardscapecontractor.com and enter your ZIP code.

Belgard is committed to the highest possible standards. 
Your Belgard Authorized Contractor lives up to these 
standards every day. Trained and educated in the latest 
techniques, methods, and standards established by the 
Interlocking Concrete Pavement Institute (ICPI), the 
North American trade association representing the 
interlocking concrete paving industry, these dedicated 
professional contractors will do what it takes to ensure 
your hardscape installation not only looks beautiful,
but lasts for decades to come.

Your Belgard 
Authorized Contractor

Your Belgard Authorized Contractor provides local installation services under our 
strict guidelines. This includes installation of pavers under ICPI.org guidelines 
 and walls under the NCMA.org guidelines. We require contractors have proof of 
insurance and certification (state license) and guarantee their work for two years. 
They’re kept up-to-date on installation and industry trends at our annual Belgard 
University seminars. 

Your Belgard Authorized Dealer provides local access to you, the consumer. Products 
are available onsite for both you and your contractor to view and purchase. Samples 
are on display to view textures and colors in the actual environment. Products are 
backed by a knowledgeable staff, ready to assist with both product and contractor 
selection. They can also help you with budgets and project cost estimates.  

Belgard, the manufacturer. We provide our clients with a solid national presence and 
stand behind our products with a lifetime warranty. Lastly, our pride and reputation 
in supplying quality hardscapes that exceed industry standards stands behind every 
paver, wall, and curb we sell.



To locate a Belgard Professional Authorized Contractor in your area, visit www.findahardscapecontractor.com and enter your ZIP code.

Your Belgard
Authorized Dealer
Backed by our nationwide network of manufacturers, 
your local Belgard Authorized Dealer works closely 
with you from project conception to completion, 
making sure your new hardscape is everything you 
expect. Whether it’s assisting with cost estimates or 
guiding you through the myriad variety of product 
styles and colors available, your local dealer can help. 
To locate the Belgard Authorized Dealers in your 
area, visit www.belgard.biz/dealer.htm and type in 
your ZIP code.
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The dependable choice of 
America’s home design trendsetters
A perennial favorite of architects and landscape designers alike, Belgard Hardscapes have 
been prominently featured nationwide in the show homes of prestigious magazines such as 
Traditional Home, Coastal Living, and Midwest Living, as well as on the popular cable channel HGTV. 
It’s really no secret why: Belgard’s extraordinary palette of hues, textures, and shapes 
affords design professionals limitless possibilities for transforming outdoor spaces into 
distinctive personal statements.

As seen in
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As seen in
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As the largest provider of hardscape products 
in North America, Belgard proudly stands 
behind its products with a transferable 
lifetime warranty. Our commitment 
to manufacturing the highest quality 
interlocking concrete pavers and 
retaining walls on the market extends to 
you, our customer. You’ll have peace of 
mind knowing that once installed by an 
authorized Belgard Contractor, your 
Belgard hardscape is warranted for as 
long as you own your home. 

A promise as 
strong as 
our product

As seen on

As seen in

As seen in
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BELGARD CATALOG 

the natural elements

c o l o r t e x t u r e s h a p e

P A V E R S    W A L L S    C U R B S

SIERRA BUILDING 
PRODUCTS

A N  O L D C A S T L E  C O M P A N Y

10714 Poplar Avenue | Fontana, CA 92337

Ph: 909.355.6422 | 866.749.3038 

Fx: 909.355.6444

www.belgard.biz

www.belgarddesignpro.com

4202 Gibraltar Court | Stockton, CA 95206

Ph: 209.983.1609 | Fx: 209.983.8074

www.belgard.biz

www.belgarddesignpro.com
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